We want to hear from you.

More specifically, we want to hear what you’ve been up to, what concerts and great events you’ve been to, what albums you’ve been listening to (and what you thought of them) and which local bands have been showing up on your radar.

So we’re opening up our website for a new series of blogs and articles, written by YOU. We’re calling it Scene & Heard.

**Ideas for submissions:**

- Album reviews
- Concert/event reviews
- Maybe even a book review, if its recent and related to music that we play...

Submissions will be accepted on a rolling basis, and we will select the best ones for publication on a weekly to monthly basis.
Parameters for submissions:

- Keep it between **250-500 words**.
- **It has to be true!** Can’t say “I was partying with Bjork last week...” unless it really happened. No writing someone else’s story either, it has to be your story. Granted, if you did party with Bjork last week, that’s pretty awesome and we want to hear about it.
- **We’d prefer that it be recent** (within the past week would be great if it is a review of a show, and if it’s an album that you’re reviewing, we’d prefer that it was released within the past 30 days). That being said, if it is relevant to a current event (i.e., a great write up of a Prince concert that took place in Cincinnati), that’s completely appropriate.
- If you are reviewing an album or a show, it should be **material that fits with our music format** and would be of interest to our listeners/readers.
- Keep it clean, kids. **No pottymouth.**
- **Submissions may be lightly edited by WNIKU** for grammar and length.
- Photo specs: 800 x 600 px (minimum). NOTE: the photo must be **yours** (taken by you) or one that you have **obtained written permission to use** by the owner of the image for the purposes of your blog, and credited to the proper source. Let us know who we need to credit as the source if this is the case.
- Provide us with your **full name, email and phone number** in case we need to contact you. Want to add what part of town you reside in? Great, add that too!
- **Submitting a story does not guarantee publication.**

We will be selecting the best submission each week for publication on our website. **We will not** notify those who are not being published.

**To submit your review or story, email it to Members@WNKU.org** Please submit it as a Word document, with images attached as separate files. Please include image credits/source (if its your photo, include that information) and state that you have consent from the photo’s owner that you may use it (and let us know who to credit the image to).

---

**NOTE:** No payments will be made in exchange for blog articles published on WNKU. Blogs used and published on the WNKU website will become the property of WNKU, to be reprinted with permission of WNKU. Authors of blogs will be credited in byline. Images submitted will remain property of original owner of the image, and will be cited on the WNKU site accordingly.